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The Empire of Aksum was one of Africa’s most
influential ancient civilisations. Traditionally,
most archaeological fieldwork has focused on the
capital city of Aksum, but recent research at the
site of Beta Samati has investigated a contempor-
aneous trade and religious centre located between
Aksum and the Red Sea. The authors outline the
discovery of the site and present important finds
from the initial excavations, including an early
basilica, inscriptions and a gold intaglio ring.
From daily life and ritual praxis to international
trade, this work illuminates the role of Beta
Samati as an administrative centre and its signifi-
cance within the wider Aksumite world.
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Introduction
In 2009, the Southern Red Sea Archaeological Histories (SRSAH) Project began survey of a
100km2 region surrounding the town of Yeha in northern Ethiopia. Home to the oldest
standing architecture and earliest writing in sub-Saharan Africa, Yeha is often proposed as
the capital of a Pre-Aksumite state of the early first millennium BC (cf. Phillipson 2012:
38–40). Archaeological survey in the 1970s documented numerous important sites near
Yeha (Anfray 1973; Michels 2005), but the wider surrounding area remained underexplored,
and was presumed to have been abandoned by political authorities after the Pre-Aksumite
period (Fattovich 2010: 165). Information from local residents led the SRSAH Project to
Beta Samati, a 20ha settlement featuring a 14ha central tell that stands up to 25m above
the surrounding valley (Figure 1). Excavations in 2011, 2012, 2015 and 2016 revealed
stone architecture extending more than 3m below the ground’s surface, dating to as early
as the eighth century BC, and a basilica built during the fourth century AD. The latest occu-
pation of the site dates to the seventh century AD.

The recent discovery of Beta Samati is of considerable importance for understanding the
development of early complex polities in Africa (Table 1). Our work demonstrates that Beta
Samati was a large, densely populated settlement located 6.5km (90 minutes by foot) north-
east of Yeha, the centre of political power for sub-Saharan Africa’s earliest (Pre-Aksumite)
complex polity. Our findings also demonstrate that, contrary to the supposed abandonment
of the Yeha region following the Pre-Aksumite period, Beta Samati continued to function as a
major node on trade routes that linked the Mediterranean to Adulis and Aksum during the
Classic, Middle and Late Aksumite periods.

Archaeological background
A considerable body of research has established crucial details (e.g. Finneran 2007; Schmidt
et al. 2008; Phillipson 2012; Fattovich 2018), but Aksum remains one of the least documen-
ted major civilisations of the ancient world. Ethiopia’s earliest complex polities appeared dur-
ing the Pre-Aksumite period (c. eighth century BC), as indicated by a settlement pattern of
towns, villages and hamlets, with a major ceremonial centre at Yeha. Although monumental
architecture, iconography and writing provide clear evidence for cultural links between nor-
thern Ethiopia and South Arabia (Gerlach 2012; Breton 2015), most scholars explain Pre-
Aksumite civilisation as a largely endogenous phenomenon (Manzo 2009; Fattovich 2010;
Phillipson 2012). By the Early Aksumite period, the Kingdom of Aksum ruled a rapidly
expanding population (Fattovich 2018).

Long-distance trade contributed to Aksum’s social and economic complexity, and helped
to consolidate political power (e.g.Manzo 2005).Monumental tombs toppedwith stelaewere
erected for kings, with smaller standing stones marking the graves of elites. At its peak, during
the third to sixth centuries AD, the Empire of Aksum launched military campaigns that peri-
odically extended its dominion into Yemen (Hatke 2012) and intermittently subdued parts of
Sudan to claim Kush (perhaps overstatedly) as a vassal state (Hatke 2013: 67–82). During
Aksum’s apogee, state business was administered from palatial compounds, such as those at
Dungur near Aksum (Anfray 2012a). Beyond the capital of Aksum, the excavation of sites
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including Matara in Eritrea (1959–1964) have clarified regional cultural links and trade con-
nections (Anfray 2012b). During the mid fourth century AD, King Ezana converted Aksum
toChristianity, but the early impacts of royal conversion on the non-elite populace are not well
understood. The Late Aksumite period is of considerable significance as it coincides with the
rise of Islam. In AD 615, the King of Aksum (possibly King Armah, see below) granted refuge
to early Muslims, including one of the Prophet Mohammed’s daughters, and his son-in-law/
successor ‘Uthman Ibn ‘Affan and compatriots (vanDonzel & Schoeler 2007: 30–32).While
Aksumwas spared the initial conquest of Islam, its decline has long been presumed to relate, in
part, to the loss of control over Red Sea trade (Phillipson 2012: 210).

Figure 1. Map of Beta Samati from Worldview-3 satellite imagery, overlaid on a 5m DEM of terrain from ALOS
PRISM satellite imagery (figure by M. Harrower).
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Archaeological significance of the Yeha region
Yeha is a site of wide archaeological significance, as it preserves important evidence regarding
the earliest complex polities in sub-Saharan Africa. More than a century of sporadic archaeo-
logical investigations, beginning with the Deutsche Aksum Expedition in 1906, have clari-
fied Yeha’s history, revealing the construction of a major temple during the seventh
century BC. Built by a chiefdom or a state, the temple’s architecture, iconography and
inscriptions show clear South Arabian influences (Robin & de Maigret 1998; Fattovich
2009; Gerlach 2012).

Despite Yeha’s importance, earlier investigations focused on a relatively small area sur-
rounding the site’s monuments and tombs, leaving a critical shortfall in information concern-
ing the wider region. Prior to our survey, investigations of the Yeha region had been rare. In
the 1960s and 1970s, Anfray (1973: 17–19, 1990: 32–33) led a team that recorded a number
of important sites close to Yeha. Michels’s (2005) team surveyed a 714km2 region between
Aksum and Yeha in 1974, although this work extended only a kilometre beyond Yeha
(Michels 2005: 1–8). Given the paucity of Aksumite-period sites initially identified, the
Yeha area was long thought to have been vacated by political authorities after the Pre-
Aksumite period (Fattovich 2009, 2010: 165). This notion of abandonment, however,
has recently been overturned by results of the SRSAH survey, which documented 84 sites
in the region around Yeha (Harrower et al. in press). One of the most important of these
sites—the town of Beta Samati—forms the focus of the present paper, which summarises
the results of four seasons of excavation between 2011 and 2016.

The site of Beta Samati
The ancient town of Beta Samati, or ‘Betä Sämaʿti’, meaning ‘house of audience’ in the local
Tigrinya language, was first identified in 2009 after enquiries with local residents led SRSAH
researchers to investigate a hill near the modern village of Edaga Rabu. Excavations, launched
two years later, have revealed small-stone, mud-mortar structures extending to depths of at
least 3m in two areas (excavations have yet to reach strata devoid of cultural material).
Mounds of stone debris on the surface suggest that stone-walled structures probably extend

Table 1. Chronology for the Empire of Aksum and its precursors from Bard et al.’s (2014) Bayesian
analysis of radiocarbon dates from excavations of Beta Giyorgis, Aksum, which provides the most
recent and rigorously quantitative sequence available.

Period Date range

Pre-Aksumite 800–360 BC
Proto-Aksumite 360–80 BC
Early Aksumite 80 BC–AD 160
Classic Aksumite AD 160–380
Middle Aksumite AD 380–580
Late Aksumite AD 580–825
Post-Aksumite AD 825–900
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across the entire 14ha central tell. In 2011, a 2 × 6m test trench near the top of the tell
revealed stone architecture immediately below the plough zone. In 2012, this trench, desig-
nated ‘area A’ (Figure 1), was expanded to 2 × 15m. A further 2 × 15m trench was opened
closer to the base of the hill, labelled ‘area B’, where local farmers had reported the presence
of massive hewn blocks of sandstone. In 2015, our excavations expanded previous trenches to
10 × 10m in both areas A (Figure 2) and B, to gain better understanding of the site’s layout.
In 2016, area B was expanded to 15 × 20m, revealing the complete layout of an ancient
basilica (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Plan of area A from a 3D model (2015). Walls are designated with letters, and spaces (including rooms)
designated with numbers. Wall A represents an earlier building phase, followed by walls B, C, M, N and P (figure
by J. Mazzariello).
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Figure 3. Plan of the area B basilica created from a 3D model of the 2015 and 2016 excavations. Walls are designated with letters, and spaces (including rooms) designated with
numbers. Walls K, M, N, G, I, J and L represent an earlier building phase; wall A, along with walls B, C, D and F represent a later phase. Photograph (right) is taken from the
north-east corner, looking south (figure by C. Hickman, M. Harrower & J. Mazzariello).
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In terms of dating, the earliest current evidence for occupations in area A is indicated by
Pre-Aksumite ceramics, which were found in direct association with two stratigraphically
superimposed radiocarbon-dated seeds from the lowest excavated layers (Table 2: 1–2). In
area B, the dating of two stratigraphically superimposed domesticated seeds from space 6
places the earliest use of the Beta Samati basilica in the fourth century AD (Table 2: 3–4).
Two final radiocarbon assays on wood charcoal date the latest stages of habitation at Beta
Samati to as late as the mid seventh century AD (Table 2: 5–6).

Excavation methods
Our field strategy integrated the excavation of loci (stratigraphic layers) and lots (arbitrary
subdivisions) and the screening of soil through a 6.5mm mesh. A Trimble GPS base station
and rovers were used to provide centimetre-accurate mapping. This system enabled the
recording of vector data (points, lines and polygons) with a custom data dictionary so that
attribute data were easily transferred to a geographic information system (GIS). Photographs
and GPS data were processed with ArcMap, ArcScene, Agisoft PhotoScan and Reality Cap-
ture software to create 2D and 3D maps. In 2015, we adopted a customised version of the
database Codifi, designed by the Center for Digital Archaeology (now Codifi Inc.). Excava-
tion records and images were collected in the field using iPads, and artefact analyses were
recorded in the laboratory using laptops and iPads. As numerous walls extend into unexca-
vated areas, it was impossible to determine whether these formed rooms; hence, we use
the term ‘space’ to designate localities defined by walls.

Excavation results
Excavations of Beta Samati have revealed a residential or workshop precinct in area A, and a
basilica in area B. Our investigations clarify the chronology and spatial layout of Beta Samati,
and have yielded evidence of trade, administration and religious activities.

Table 2. Radiocarbon dates from Beta Samati (all dates calibrated with OxCal 4.3 and IntCal 13;
Bronk Ramsey 2009; Reimer et al. 2013).

# Year Area Locus Lot Bag Lab code Material
Radiocarbon
years BP

Calibration
(95.4%)

1 2012 A 20 3 3 D-AMS
20959

Triticum cf.
dicoccum

2477±27 BP 771–485 BC

2 2012 A 20 4 5 D-AMS
22060

Poaceae 2425±39 BP 752–403 BC

3 2015 B 45 2 16 D-AMS
20961

Triticum cf.
dicoccum

1674±30 BP AD 258–425

4 2015 B 50 1 5 D-AMS
20960

Hordeum
vulgare

1655±25 BP AD 332–506

5 2011 A 11 2 7 BETA
317411

Wood charcoal 1500±30 BP AD 432–639

6 2012 B 1 1 45 BETA
391883

Wood charcoal 1480±30 BP AD 538–645
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Area A

Area A contains a complex of rectangular stone structures. Evidence for food preparation,
small-scale metal and glass production, pack animals and coinage indicate both domestic
and workshop activities, along with engagement in commercial activities. Importantly, archi-
tectural planning is indicated by the construction of a long wall (wall A), comprised of inter-
locking segments that were built in a single phase to create a series of adjoining rooms and
spaces. From the upper to lower strata, the ceramic assemblage primarily consists of undec-
orated utilitarian grey/black and brown/buff Late Aksumite wares, a lower quantity of orange/
red Middle Aksumite wares, often decorated with incised patterns, and a few Classic Aksum-
ite and Pre-Aksumite sherds from the lowest layers. Utilitarian pottery, large quantities of
grinding stones and small storage caches indicate food storage, preparation and consumption.

Differences in the distribution of pottery forms across area A provide information regard-
ing the use of different spaces. A higher percentage of jars, large collared bowls, small cups and
small bowls in space 1—perhaps an outdoor or courtyard area—suggests activities related to
storage or consumption of food. In space 4, a large assemblage of fragmented, Middle
Aksumite open and closed bowls, bottles, cauldrons and a mogogo griddle (cf. Lyons
2007), found atop a matrix of burnt bone fragments and significant quantities of charcoal
and ash, indicates cooking and food consumption. In a higher stratum of space 4, a large
boulder with a flat upper surface, perhaps used as an anvil, was found in association with
metal slag and glass wasters, suggesting the later use of this area for metal- and glass-working.

The age of the latest occupations in area A are indicated byMiddle/Late Aksumite pottery,
and a radiocarbon assay on wood charcoal from immediately beneath wall A that calibrates to

Figure 4. Coins from Beta Samati, from left to right: a) King Armah; b) King Armah; c) anonymous king; d) King
Ezana; e) King MHDYS (figure by I. Dumitru).
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AD 432–639 (Table 2: 5). A bronze coin of King Armah dating to c. AD 600–630 found
nearby (Figure 4a) suggests that the actual age of these deposits falls in the latter part of
the radiocarbon date range (Munro-Hay & Juel-Jensen 1995; Hahn’s (2010) suggestion
that King Armah should be dated to AD 540–580 is not yet widely accepted; see Bausi
2017: 102). Four additional coins were found in area A (space 4), including a bronze coin
of King Armah identical in type to the former (Figure 4b), a bronze coin belonging to an
anonymous king, possibly from the first half of the fifth century AD (Figure 4c), a pre-
Christian silver coin of King Ezana (c. AD 300–330; Figure 4d) and a bronze coin of
King MHDYS (c. AD 450; Figure 4e; Munro-Hay 1995). Although these coins exhibit a
broad chronological distribution, the King Armah coins, together with the pottery and the
radiocarbon date, indicate a Late Aksumite age for the uppermost layers of area A.

Stylistic characteristics of the pottery at Beta Samati also provide insights concerning
regional traditions. Area A, for example, is characterised by a high incidence of incised
wavy line motifs decorating utilitarian large open bowls (Figure 5). These wavy line motifs
have traditionally been interpreted as being Pre-Aksumite, and are a defining feature of
the contemporaneous Ancient Ona Culture of Eritrea (Fattovich 1980; Manzo 2003: 38–
39; D’Andrea et al. 2008a; Schmidt et al. 2008; Curtis 2009). This chronological attribution,
which is supported by a dearth of incised wavy lines on ceramics from Aksumite layers at Beta

Figure 5. Incised wavy line pottery (figure by J. Swerida).
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Giyorgis (Aksum), however, does not necessarily preclude a greater longevity for this motif.
In the stratigraphic sequence at Beta Samati, wavy line motifs are frequently associated with
pottery types fromMiddle and Late Aksumite layers, such as ledge rim open bowls decorated
with crosses. This suggests that the wavy line motif may not be a definitive marker of the Pre-
Aksumite, as it appears to have continued at Beta Samati into the Middle and Late Aksumite
periods.

A sizable faunal assemblage from area A (number of identified specimens (NISP) = 2574)
attests to the presence of domesticates, including cattle (Bos taurus or indicus), sheep (Ovis
aries), goats (Capra hircus), possible dik-dik (Neotragini), donkeys (Equus asinus), camels
(Camelus dromedarius), cats (Felis catus) and chickens (Gallus gallus), along with wild
birds, guinea fowl (Numidinae) and francolin (Francolinus sp.). Sheep and goats (63 per
cent) were the most abundant fauna from area A, followed by cattle (34 per cent). The fre-
quency of domestic caprine, cattle and chicken, supplemented with wild species (dik-dik and
wild fowl), suggests that these species all served as significant sources of dietary protein. The
relatively high proportion of sheep and goats differs from other Aksumite sites (as well as from
the area B faunal assemblage), which tend to have much larger proportions of cattle. Trans-
port animals, including camels (NISP = 2) and donkeys (NISP = 3), were represented by
small numbers, which is consistent with their general scarcity in Aksumite archaeological
contexts (Cain 2000; Chaix 2013).

Archaeobotanical analysis has identified copious charred Poaceae seeds, most notably t’ef
(Eragrostis tef), wheat (Triticum dicoccum) and barley (Hordeum vulgare). T’ef is an econom-
ically important crop in modern-day Ethiopia, used to make flat bread called injera. Its
antiquity, however, is poorly understood, as relatively few sites have thus far yielded evidence
of its use in ancient times (D’Andrea 2008; D’Andrea et al. 2008b).

The area A excavations yielded 301 lithics, most of which are of quartz (49 per cent) or
obsidian (43 per cent), followed by chert, chalcedony and basalt. The 14 cores are evenly
split between non-obsidian single-/multi-platform examples, and obsidian bipolar cores.
The debris (85 per cent) is dominated by direct percussion flakes, blades and fragments
(52 per cent), but also includes small bipolar flakes/blades (17 per cent). The 20
shaped tools (7 per cent) include eight end or side scrapers, one 78mm-long basalt circular
scraper, seven small obsidian backed pieces, including five crescents, and four obsidian outil
ecailles.

Area B

The excavations of area B revealed a basilica with a rectangular, tripartite Syriac indented
plan (18.7 × 12.4m), characterised by exterior recessed and rabbeted walls with projecting
corners and dressed cornerstones emblematic of the Aksumite Christian tradition (Heldman
2003; Phillipson 2009). The layout is similar to the Middle to Late Aksumite basilicas at
Aksum (Ricci & Fattovich 1987; Hagos 2011), although the rectangular rather than
apsidal sanctuary plan at Beta Samati suggests an earlier date (Di Salvo 2017: 25). The
basilica shows evidence for ritual and administrative activities, international trade and pref-
erential access to high-value foods. A Ge’ez (i.e. ancient Ethiopic) inscription (Figure 6)
reads and translates as:
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]Z(a) GǝB = Ga ̄[B(a)
]= KRǝST(o)S
]SaHaLǝNa

for/to] this entrance/atrium (or ‘corvée’: the term gǝbgab̄ is of debated interpretation)

] Christ
be] favourable to us

Middle to Late Aksumite pottery recovered from upper strata in area B and Classic Aksumite
pottery retrieved from lower levels are consistent with radiocarbon assays (Table 2). At pre-
sent, it is difficult to know whether prominent diagnostic styles identified at Beta Samati,
such as Classic Aksumite decorations and Middle/Late Aksumite vessels with incised crosses
on ledge rims, were locally produced or imported. Macroscopic examination, however, shows
forms and fabrics very similar to vessels from Beta Giyorgis (Aksum), suggesting connections
with the capital.

Figure 6. Ge’ez inscription found just outside the eastern basilica wall (figure by I. Dumitru).
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Several artefact types found in area B, but not A, are important in that they reveal long-
distance trade, including Aqaba (Ayla) amphorae (n = 120), African red slip/terra sigillata
(n = 15), and a millefiori glass bead probably produced in the Eastern Mediterranean
(Figure 7). Most significantly, the relatively high frequency of Aqaba amphorae in area B,
even compared with the quantities found in elite contexts at Beta Giyorgis (Manzo 2005),
indicates that Beta Samati was an important trade node, with access to amphorae (perhaps
containing wine) traded from the Eastern Mediterranean to Adulis and then on to Aksum
(Raith et al. 2013; Zazzaro 2013).

A range of objects offer insights into ritual and administrative activities (Figure 8) at Beta
Samati, including incense burners (n = 105, found only in area B), figurines and ceramic

Figure 7. Artefacts illustrating long-distance trade: a) millefiori glass bead; b) terra sigillata (African red slip); c–d)
Aqaba amphorae (figure by I. Dumitru & C. Perlingieri).
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Figure 8. Artefacts illustrating ritual, administrative and/or trade activities at the basilica: a) bucranium with facial
features; b–c) cow figurines; d) incense burners; e) stamp seal; f) bucranium; g–n) tokens (figure by I. Dumitru).
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bucrania, stamp seals, and enigmatic small disc-, cone- and cross-shaped ceramic objects
sometimes referred to as ‘tokens’ (Fattovich 2010: 155 & 160). Others have described
these so-called tokens as whorls, weights or simply as clay objects (Krencker 1913: 204, object
85; Anfray & Annequin 1965: pl. LXV, fig 3, pl. LXVI, fig. 1; Phillipson 2000: 211–12).
Although their exact purpose remains unknown, they lack the symmetry necessary to serve
as spindle whorls. Many are pierced by a hole for stringing together, possibly suggesting a
role in trade-related accounting, or administrative activities (Fattovich 2010: 160).

Area B also yielded 49 ceramic zoomorphic figurines and bucrania, which broadly resem-
ble terracotta bull figurines and stone bucrania from Ona-period sites in Eritrea (Curtis &
Schmidt 2008: 95; Schmidt & Naty 2008). Notably, Eritrean examples date to roughly a
millennium earlier. It is also unexpected to find figurines and bucrania in a basilica, the pres-
ence of which suggests a mixing of pagan and early Christian traditions. One of the most
perplexing finds from Beta Samati is a soft-stone pendant with incised designs and letters,
recovered from just outside the eastern wall of the basilica (Figure 9). The letters found within
the right-hand frame can be interpreted as Ge’ez, if one accepts that they are rotated and
meant to be read in a radial pattern. In combination with the cross within the left-hand
frame, the inscription reads:

K(ǝ)B(u)R †

venerable (masc.) †, i.e. venerable cross

Figure 9. Stone pendant found just outside the eastern basilica wall (figure by I. Dumitru).
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This object is clearly important in terms of ancient Christian iconography, and a more
detailed analysis will be published elsewhere.

A gold bezel and carnelian intaglio ring (Figure 10) was discovered 90mm below the level
of the stone-paved floor, in the gap between the floor and wall B. A radiocarbon assay on a
nearby wood-charcoal sample (Table 2: 6) tentatively dates the ring to the Late Aksumite per-
iod. The ring is made of copper alloy with a gold foil covered bezel and an electrum band. The
intaglio is engraved with the image of a bull’s head above a vine or wreath. Comparanda from
Aksum include a chert intaglio, which was probably meant to be suspended rather than set in
a ring, and a Roman carnelian intaglio for a ring from Ona Nagast at Aksum (Phillipson
2000: 155–56; Bard et al. 2014: 305). Although the composition of the Beta Samati ring
suggests Roman influences, its iconography differs; further analyses are required to determine
its origins. Although few artefacts were found in direct association with the ring, an Aqaba
amphora sherd uncovered nearby recalls the importance of long-distance trade.

Fragments of semi-translucent green glass from area B appear to be from goblets that are
similar to those found at Aksum (Phillipson 2000: 77–82). Evidence of glass production at
Aksum (Manzo 2005; Hagos 2011), along with glass wasters from Beta Samati (area A)
contradict the traditional interpretation of glass as an imported material, and further indicate
Beta Samati’s role in the production and trade of luxury goods.

Faunal remains from area B (NISP = 6099) include cattle, sheep, goats, chickens, camels,
donkeys, dogs, dik-dik, antelope (Antilopinae), guinea fowl and francolin. Cattle are the most
frequently represented species (55 per cent), followed by sheep and goats (41 per cent). The
greater frequency of cattle in area B relative to area A suggests that, as higher-value animals,
they were more readily available to elites associated with the basilica, or perhaps were served

Figure 10. Gold and carnelian intaglio ring from area B (figure by I. Dumitru).
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during communal dining on special occasions (Kaplan 2008). The majority of the bones
from domestic species in area B come from meat-bearing limb elements, further indicating
differential access to more valuable cuts of meat between the two areas. As in area A, the fre-
quency of camels (NISP = 1) and donkeys (NISP = 3) in area B is low, but nevertheless con-
firms the presence of these animals at the site.

In terms of plant remains, area B has yielded evidence for final-stage food preparation,
without the initial processing (grinding) apparent in area A. The relatively high prevalence
of charred seeds (Poaceae), along with patches of ash, ceramics and faunal remains, collect-
ively indicate large-scale food preparation and consumption in or near area B.

Area B yielded 490 lithics, most of which are of quartz (43 per cent) or obsidian (33 per
cent), followed by chert, chalcedony and quartzite. The 24 cores are dominated by bipolar
obsidian cores (29 per cent), with some single and multiple platform cores made of quartzite
or chert. The debris from area B (79 per cent) is predominantly comprised of direct percus-
sion flakes, blades and fragments (89 per cent), along with small obsidian bipolar flakes and
flake fragments (11 per cent). The 27 shaped tools (6 per cent) are mostly small obsidian
backed crescents, followed by chert side and end scrapers (1 per cent), and one outil ecaille.
Given that lithics are generally rare in the vicinity of monumental Aksumite buildings (Phil-
lipson 2009: 128), substantial quantities in area B suggest, along with the flora, fauna and
ceramics indicative of food consumption, that domestic activities were associated with, or
occurred in close proximity to, the basilica.

Discussion
Beta Samati offers important new insights into Ethiopia’s ancient, complex societies.
Although more investigations are required to unravel the intricate history and interconnec-
tions of the site, our results suggest continuity, rather than disconnection, between the Pre-
Aksumite and Aksumite periods, albeit with few Proto-Aksumite sherds recovered thus
far. This finding contradicts prior assertions that the Kingdom of Aksum represents a
major political disjuncture following the abandonment of the Yeha region (Fattovich
2010, 2018). Our excavations at Beta Samati, and survey of the Yeha region (Harrower
et al. in press), reveal a landscape occupied from Pre-Aksumite to Late Aksumite times.
The size of the site, its location on a route connecting the Red Sea and Aksum, its iconog-
raphy and the presence of luxury items indicate that Beta Samati occupied a well-connected
position within the region’s socio-political and economic structure.

Beta Samati is also beginning to help clarify the nature of Aksumite political/religious
authority. As an architectural form, the basilica emerged in the Classical Mediterranean as
a secular space used for public gatherings, financial activities, and civic and legal administra-
tion (Walthew 2002; Peirano 2018). In Ethiopia, the basilica form seems to have first
appeared in conjunction with Christianity (Phillipson 2009; Di Salvo 2017). The basilica
at Beta Samati, however, shows a complex blurring of secular trade and administration
(tokens and stamp seals), pagan rituals (figurines and bucrania) and early Christian traditions
(incense burners and crosses) that warrants further investigation. Additionally, the latest
occupation of Beta Samati approximately coincides with the rise of Islam, raising interesting
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prospects for future research regarding the role of inter-regional political, economic and reli-
gious changes during the decline of Aksum.

Conclusions
Excavations at Beta Samati have yielded important new information about Pre-Aksumite and
Aksumite societies, and ancient complex societies generally. Our findings overturn the
notion that the Pre-Aksumite polity at Yeha collapsed leaving only “small rural settlements”
(Fattovich 2010: 165). Conversely, we demonstrate that there was far greater continuity
between Pre-Aksumite and Aksumite polities than previously recognised. Beta Samati illus-
trates the complex interplay of political and religious authority at an ancient town ancillary to
the capital of Aksum, which was expressed and reinforced by an early basilica exhibiting a
complex combination of pagan and Christian ritual paraphernalia, iconography and privi-
leged access to luxuries traded over long distances. Future research at the site has the potential
to clarify a range of topics, including the rise of one of Africa’s first complex polities, the
development of Aksum’s trade connections, the conversion from polytheism to Christianity,
and the eventual decline of the Empire of Aksum.
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